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Last weekend we all witnessed the brilliant jockey ship of
Jockey Rai Joorawon and class  of Frosted Gold. Despite 62
kgs he destroyed the opposition, this one is for the
notebook for this year Barbe even the Maiden Cup.
Frosted Gold does have what it takes to win all 4 Classics
this year and match the Champion Record's of White
River. Let's see what this horse has to show us this
season, but we are already very impressed so far with his
3rd win with Jockey Rai Joorawon who knows him just too
well.   

This weekend it is the MTCSL who organises this Saturday
races. We will see the best horses lined up in  the  G3 on
1400m for the best 4 YO title.  A battle between Nourbese
vs Royal Wulff (The Duchess  of York Cup winner) not
forgetting the champion Walls Of Dubrovnick with the light
weights in the race Var's Elusion 53kgs  (the 2021
Champion 3YO) and Thomas Henry 55kgs who will both
bring their best game on Saturday. A race full of surprises  
which will have many fans speculating, betting and
cheering on. Even if Nourbese is the best horse, we
cannot ignore those who have already gotten a race and a
win under their belts. Let's see who will win this first race
for the 4YO title this 2022. We believe Nourbese is made
from another metal but let the best horse and jockey
prove us wrong. 

This Saturday we will see the new jockey of S.Hurchund in
action Andre Luiz Da Silva who is the 3rd Brazilian riding
at the Champ De Mars.  Thank you for the support, we
trust the team will guide you in your selection. Each
magazine sold helps us continue our work and live our
passion.   

THE 400TH WIN OF THE
GOLDEN BOY 
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Jockey Rai Joorawon marks his 400th win.
Frosted Gold ended the 2021 season winning two
Group 1 races in 2021. His next race is the  Barbe
Cup scheduled for August 6. He now won his first
race of 2022 carrying the top weight of 62kg, he was
in the middle of the pack when came the straight he
just caught with the leader Colour of My Fate and won
very comfortably. An amazing win for both jockey and
horse who will try a fourth win together.

With the death of Gilbert Rousset which occurred last Wednesday, it comes
back to us that nine horses are on the move. 𝗣𝗮혁𝗿𝗼𝗹 𝗢𝗳𝗳𝗶𝗰𝗲𝗿, 𝗕𝗹𝗮𝗰𝗸𝗯혂𝗿𝗻
𝗥𝗼𝗰, 𝗧𝗼𝘄𝗲𝗿 𝗢𝗳 𝗪𝗶혀𝗱𝗼𝗺, 𝗥𝗼𝗻’혀 𝗝𝗼𝘆 and 𝗣𝗮𝗱𝗱𝗶𝗻𝗴혁𝗼𝗻혀 𝗟혂𝗰𝗸 join the
yard of Samraj Mahadia. Break The Silence, 𝗖𝗮𝗽혁𝗮𝗶𝗻 𝗙𝗹𝘆𝗻혁 et 𝗦𝗲𝗻𝗼𝗿’혀
𝗚혂𝗲혀혁 are off to Praveen Nagadoo, and 𝗥혂𝗹𝗲 𝗧𝗵𝗲 𝗡𝗶𝗴𝗵혁 goes to Patrick
Merven. There are some staffing changes also. It is Alain Perdrau who loses
the most horses: nine horses are leaving his yard. 𝗠𝗼𝗵𝗶𝗰𝗮𝗻, 𝗕𝗶𝗴 𝗩𝗼𝗶𝗰𝗲
𝗝𝗮𝗰𝗸 and 𝗘혀𝗰𝗮𝗽𝗲 𝗣𝗹𝗮𝗻 from Vishal Ramanah will now defend his colors.
𝗚𝗶𝗺𝗺𝗲 𝗔𝗰𝗲혀 𝗔𝗰𝗲혀 and 𝗙𝗼𝗿혁 𝗖𝗼𝗺𝗺𝗮𝗻𝗱𝗲𝗿 𝗖𝗼𝗺𝗺𝗮𝗻𝗱𝗲𝗿

𝗖𝗼𝗺𝗺𝗮𝗻𝗱𝗲𝗿 land in Raj Ramdin while 𝗖𝗼𝗻혀혁𝗶혁혂혁𝗶𝗼𝗻𝗮𝗹,
𝗦𝗺𝗶𝗹𝗲𝗮혁혁𝗵𝗲혀혂𝗻혀𝗲혁 and 𝗧𝗶𝗴𝗲𝗿’혀 𝗕𝗼𝗻𝗱 will now evolve at Simon Jones.
Praveen Nagadoo loses two couriers, notably 𝗧𝗶𝗴𝗲𝗿혀 𝗥𝗼𝗰𝗸 𝗥𝗼𝗰𝗸 and
𝗣𝗿𝗼𝗳𝗶𝗰𝗶𝗲𝗻혁, who went to Vishal Ramanah, but he welcomes 𝗦𝗶𝗿 𝗕𝗲𝗿𝗻𝗮𝗱𝗶𝗻𝗶
from Alain Perdrau. 𝗘𝗶𝗴𝗵혁 𝗖𝗶혁𝗶𝗲혀 (V. Allet), 𝗕𝗲𝗿𝗴𝗲𝗿𝗮𝗰 (A. Sewdyal),
𝗦혁𝗼𝗰𝗸𝗯𝗿𝗶𝗱𝗴𝗲 (S. Mahadia), 𝗖𝗮𝗻𝗱𝘆 𝗔𝗽𝗽𝗹𝗲 (G. Rousset), 𝗗𝗼혂𝗯𝗹𝗲 𝗕𝗹혂𝗲
𝗕𝗹혂𝗲 𝗕𝗹혂𝗲 𝗢𝗳 𝗣𝗲𝗿혀𝗶𝗮 𝗣𝗲𝗿혀𝗶𝗮 (Gujadhur) will no longer be reviewed on
track, having been permanently removed from the workforce.

Local News 
Trainers - Jockeys - Horses - Organisers 

Dinesh Sooful  
resigns as 

the president of the Jockey
Association on Thursday 23rd

June. 
 

Andre Luiz Da Silva
will ride for S.Hurchund this

Saturday making him the 3rd
Brazilian in action at the Champ

De Mars. 



International 
Nashwa wins Prix de 
Diane at Chantilly under 
Hollie Doyle

 Nashwa provided Hollie Doyle with her first
Classic success after a thrilling victory in the
Prix de Diane at Chantilly. So impressive in
winning her first two starts of the season at
Haydock and Newbury, the Frankel filly was
last seen finishing a creditable third in the
Oaks at Epsom. Turning out just 16 days
later for the French equivalent, John and
Thady Gosden's youngster was the 7-4
favourite (3-1F on the PMU) under her
record-breaking rider and got the job done
in determined style. "It feels pretty good.
When I was pulling up I couldn't find the
words to describe it really," said the jockey.
"I’ve got a lot of people to thank. Without
Imad Al Sagar (owner) I don’t know if I would
ever have been in the position to get an
opportunity like this. These types of horses
are hard to come upon and I’m only 25, so
it’s relatively early on in my career and I feel
pretty lucky. "I felt very vulnerable at the two-
furlong pole, I’m not going to lie. It was a
muddling race and I felt beforehand
someone would be a bit more decisive pace-
wise than they were. I didn’t really want to be
where I was, but she was very relaxed and
happy to be one off the rail with a bit of
company either side. "She’s versatile and
responsive when needs be. When the
second horse came to my girths she really
dug deep, which was great to see." 

 Doyle added: "I think he was just
as happy as I was. We’re always
pretty happy for each other, so I
think he was delighted. "I was
pretty confident off the back at
Epsom. We felt coming back in trip
was what she needs and it’s
proven to be the answer. She
retains a lot of class and I think
she could be even better next
year. John Gosden was full of
praise for Doyle, saying: "The
owner-breeder Imad Al Sagar said
to me two or three years ago that
he had two or three jockeys he
was looking at and wanted to
retain a jockey. He showed me the
list and I said 'Hollie Doyle', and I
know other people would back me
on that. "She’s hugely talented and
horses run for her. She’s incredibly
meticulous and hard- working and
she analyses things properly. "The
race didn’t work out how we
thought, but we did have the Plan
B to stay forward if that occurred
and she’s shown herself as a class
rider and the filly is a class filly who
was beautifully ridden." Nashwa
looks set for a mid-season break
before being prepared for a return
to France.



Race Meeting 3
Winner 
Frosted Gold 
R.Maingard Stable 
The People's Turf PLC - 1st Season Cup 
1400M  

The People's Turf PLC - 1st Season Cup 



Race Meeting 4 
Winner 
Red Mars 
P.Merven 
The People's Turf PLC - Media Team Cup  
1600M - Benchmark 66 

The People's Turf PLC - Media Team Cup 



Dividends Sunday 19th June 2022 

https://supertote.mu/racing/11-jun-2022




THE
BETTING GUIDE

25-06-2022 
OUTSIDERS

He was looking good at training and he
is ready for his career at Champ De
Mars. Can start with a win but his place
is on the podium.

RACE 7 - UNIVERSE BOSS 

Took the lead and was quite gutsy in the
end. Better with one race under the
belt. Place bet here.

RACE 5 -  QUATRO FIVE SIX 

Down a class, good draw plus -4kgs 
 from Taka. Giggin has a good chance to
win here in this field. Good outsider. 

RACE 8  - GIGGIN  

BETS OF THE DAY

BANKERS

He is unbeaten in 3 outings. With
the second draw and only 57kgs
plus Rai Joorawon on the back
looks like the 4th win is doable. 

RACE 6 - NOURBESE 

 Very good first run last time. Has
been very consistent in training
and find himself in a very good
condition. Can win here.

RACE 1 - MOON JUMPER

He is much better in condition
and has been working very well. If
well ridden he will be very difficult
to beat.

RACE 3 - CRIMSON GOD  

TOP WIN
TOP PLACE
PLACE ACC
PICK 4
PICK 6
PICK 8

NOURBESE 

2/4/2/4/2/9/1
 3/2/1-4-9/1-4-10
 5-6/1/3/2/1-4-9/1-4-10

2-4/1-2/5-6/1/3/2/1-4-9/1-4-10

CRIMSON GOD 



MOON JUMPER 

BARAK LAVAN 

SOCKEROO

VALERIN 

KAYDENS PRIDE 

NOURBESE 

UNIVERSE BOSS

MANETHEREN 

NOURBESE

MANETHEREN

SAND PATH 

BONJOUR BABY

BARAK LAVAN 

CRIMSON GOD

OPAGUE

KAYDENS PRIDE 

NOURBESE 

CITADEL 

GIGGIN

CITADEL

OPAGUE

CRIMSON GOD

MOON JUMPER 

DUNZIE

CRIMSON GOD

OPAGUE

KAYDENS PRIDE 

NOURBESE

SMUTS 

GIGGIN

CRIMSON GOD

SMUTS

GIGGIN

RACE 1

RACE 2

RACE 3

RACE 4

RACE 5

RACE 6

RACE 7

RACE 8

TOP WIN

TOP PLACE

LONGSHOT



RACE:
BENCH:

THE EL FUEGO PLATE

1500 MTS 0-25 

1
12:30 DISTANCE:



Moon Jumper: Very good first run last time.Has been very
consistent in training and find himself in a very good
condition. Can bag his first win in this average field.Is the
horse to beat here. Tyrian: Not a bad run on 990m last
time.The 1500m better for him.With a good draw in the
gates his place is in the top 3. Stone Circle: Has been very
regular at training and find himself in a good form for his
first outing.Place chance

 

 

Moon Jumper - Tyrian - Stone Circle 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

Your
ad

here

PREVIEW

SELECTION

Notes

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE MR BROCK PLATE

990 MTS 0-15 

2
13:05 DISTANCE:

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



Dunzie: Will be on his first outing this week.Has been
working well and on the sharp sprint she will find
herself very comfortable. Horse to beat on the
distance. Barack Lavan: Nice win last time out for
him.The 990m sharp for him but his trainer is making
good use of his form. He is for sure for the top 3
Giant Cruise: He is in a good form but he might need
this run on Saturday.Won on his first outing last
season but had many health issues.

 
Dunzie - Barack Lavan - Giant Cruise

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

Your
ad

here

PREVIEW

SELECTION

Notes

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE KARIS TEETAN - DISA LEADER CUP 

1500 MTS 41

3
13:40 DISTANCE:



Crimson God: Should have caused the surprise on his last
outing. His apprentice could have done better.He is much
better in condition and has been working very well. If well
ridden he will be very difficult to beat.
Candle Cove: Impressive winner with 62kg on 990m last
week.The longer distance is better for him and he kep his
good form. He is the main danger of the No 6
Best Day Of My Life: Was not the fittest on his first
outing.The race under the belt made him better and he is
not to be ignored on Saturday.

 
Crimson God - Candle Cove - Best Day of My Life 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

PREVIEW

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE CAPTAIN'S KNOCK PLATE 

1450 MTS 0-26

4
14:15 DISTANCE:

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



Opague: Good last season with 2 good wins. Has been
working well for his 2022 debut. He is the best horse of the
race. 

Promissory: Has been dropping in class and may find
himself very comfortable here. Top Place

Casanova King: Is in a good form. May need the run but in
this small field a place is not to be ignored.

 

Opague - Promissory - Casanova King

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

PREVIEW

SELECTION

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD
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here

Notes



RACE:
BENCH:

THE LALL SEESURRUN CUP

1400 MTS B 46

5
14:50 DISTANCE:



Kaydens Pride: Has been working very well and is
in top condition for his first 2022 race. He is the
best horse in the field and he will be very difficult to
beat. Consul Of War: Is very well in condition and
has a lot of trackwork for Saturday. Kaydens Pride
main opponent. Quatro Five Six: Not a bad first
run for this season. Took the lead and was quite
gutsy in the end. Better with one race under the
belt. Place bet here

 
Kaydens Pride - Consul Of War - Quatro Five Six

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here



RACE:
BENCH:

THE GROUPE ROLAND MAUREL - MTC 210TH
ANNIVERSARY MAURITIUS DERBY TRIAL CUP

1400 MTS  G3 4YO

6
15:25 DISTANCE:

Notes



Royal Wulff: Impressive winner last time with 62Kgs.
We believe he is the horse to beat here again. Now with
58 kgs and a good line he should win easily.

Walls of Dubrovnik: He had an outstanding season
last year. He is unbeaten in 4 outings, we will see if he is
made of another metal. We beleive he is one of the
challenger of Royal Wulff.

Nourbese: Ricky Maingard new stable champion,  he is
unbeaten in 3 outings. We believe he is the second 
 challenger of Royal Wulff.  

Royal Wulff - Walls Of Dubrovnik - Nourbese

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW

SELECTION

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD
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RACE: 
BENCH:

THE FANNY CUP

1500 MTS B 31 

7
16:00 DISTANCE:



Smuts: He was quite disappointed on his first outing was
very easy with Jockey Da Silva on board. He looks top fit and
will be a good contender for the win on Saturday.

Citadel: A brilliant win last race from pillar to post, we
believe he can do it again. Watch out.

Universe Boss: He was looking good at training and he is
ready for his career at Champ de Mars. Can start with a win
or place on the podium.
 

Smuts - Citadel - Universe Boss

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

PREVIEW

SELECTION

Notes

Your
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here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE INTERCONTINENTAL PLATE

1400 MTS B 36 

8
16:35 DISTANCE:



Manetheren: Winner on his first outing. We beleive he is
the horse to beat.

Jet Stream: His stable horse are all in greta form. Runs
well fresh can surprise all with a pillar to post. 

Nao Faz Mal:  Good finisher who always gives his best. His
last race he finished only at 2.9L with one race under his
belt he can upset the odds here with Maujean.

 
Manetheren - Jet Stream - Nao Faz Mal

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

PREVIEW

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD











Training Shots
Floreal  

17 June 2022

Bleu Royale 

Yoho Mist Patrol Officer Smuts 



Training Shots  
Champ De Mars 

Prince Of Venise 

On A High Note 

21 June 2022

Bonjour Baby 



Richard Cadou is the Founder and award-winning Photographer of RC7|Horse
Racing, a Digital Horse Racing Media based in Mauritius. He started as a Horse
Racing Photographer in 2020 with a digital horse racing magazine known as
Collateral Form Guide and in the same year, his photos have been published
by World Horse Racing which has helped to grow his existing confidence and
quickly gain worldwide exposure.
 

In 2021, he created RC7|Horse Racing and was awarded the Best Photo
Award at the Equidors 2021 with a masterpiece which mirrored adequately
the core values of his brand and crowned his professional commitment and
outstanding talent. His love for horses is undisputable and he feels privilege
to spend times with them especially in between trainings during weekdays,
before and after racing during the weekends. 

Additionally, RC7|Horse Racing has a strong presence on various social media
platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, Tiktok, Twitter and YouTube from
where you may have a glance at his work to get a sense of his photographic
and video-making style.

Recently, Richard has been appointed as the Official Photographer of
MauritiusHorse.Racing to ensure that viewers are transported through his
lens by producing highly exclusive, creative, passionate and impactful horse
racing content which appear in the weekly magazine around the island and
worldwide. Thank you for all the great snap shots and support Richard.  

Meet Our
Photographer 

Equidors 
Best  

Best Photo Award
2021

 



Image 1 (Top)- Bawan Sooful Mauritian Top Jockey and The Jockey Champion of 2021
Image 2 (First Left )- Richard Cadou Best Photos Award 2021

Image 3 - Jockey T.Juglall the brother of the gone too soon jockey N.Juglall (1991-2021) and his
wife holding his trophy. RIP Champion thank you for all the greatnesses.

Image 4 - Gujadhur Assistant  Trainer & Stable Supervisor Celebrating their 3rd win of the day.
Image 5 - Grooms Awards 2021

Through RC7 Lenses | 3rd & 4th Meeting | Raceday Shots



Race 1 | Edge Of The Sun | J. Da Silva | A.SewdyalRace 1 | Edge Of The Sun | J. Da Silva | A.Sewdyal  Race 2 | Pin Drop | G.D.Aucharuz | S.JonesRace 2 | Pin Drop | G.D.Aucharuz | S.Jones  

Race 3 | Supreme Orator | I.Taka | S.MahadiaRace 3 | Supreme Orator | I.Taka | S.Mahadia Race 4 | Emblem Of Hope | B.Sooful | S.HurchundRace 4 | Emblem Of Hope | B.Sooful | S.Hurchund  

Race 5 | Freedom Of Speech | J. De Souza | S.MahadiaRace 5 | Freedom Of Speech | J. De Souza | S.Mahadia  Race 6 | Frosted Gold | R.Joorawon | R.MaingardRace 6 | Frosted Gold | R.Joorawon | R.Maingard  

Race 7 | Candle Cove | J. Allyhosain | S.NarangRace 7 | Candle Cove | J. Allyhosain | S.Narang  Race 8 | Canary Island | D.Bheekary | V.AlletRace 8 | Canary Island | D.Bheekary | V.Allet  

The Final Straight - 3rd Meeting



Race 1 | Edge Of The Sun | A.SewdyalRace 1 | Edge Of The Sun | A.Sewdyal  Race 2 | Pin Drop | S.JonesRace 2 | Pin Drop | S.Jones  

Race 3 | Supreme Orator | S.MahadiaRace 3 | Supreme Orator | S.Mahadia Race 4 | Emblem Of Hope | S.HurchundRace 4 | Emblem Of Hope | S.Hurchund  

Race 5 | Freedom Of Speech| S.MahadiaRace 5 | Freedom Of Speech| S.Mahadia  Race 6 | Frosted Gold | R.MaingardRace 6 | Frosted Gold | R.Maingard  

Race 7 | Candle Cove | S.NarangRace 7 | Candle Cove | S.Narang  Race 8 | Canary Island | V.AlletRace 8 | Canary Island | V.Allet  

Through RC7 Lenses | 3rd Meeting | Winners 



Race 1 | Nikhils Inn | J. De Souza | S.MahadiaRace 1 | Nikhils Inn | J. De Souza | S.Mahadia  Race 2 | Barak Lavan | J.Allyhosain | S.NarangRace 2 | Barak Lavan | J.Allyhosain | S.Narang  

Race 3 | Yankee Force | C.Maujean | R.GujadhurRace 3 | Yankee Force | C.Maujean | R.Gujadhur  Race 4 | Brabanzio | R.Joorawon | S.HurchundRace 4 | Brabanzio | R.Joorawon | S.Hurchund  

Race 5 | James Peter | G.D.Aucharuz | S.NarangRace 5 | James Peter | G.D.Aucharuz | S.Narang  Race 6 | Red Mars | R.K.Chumun | P.MervenRace 6 | Red Mars | R.K.Chumun | P.Merven  

Race 7 | Donnan | J.Allyhosain | S.NarangRace 7 | Donnan | J.Allyhosain | S.Narang  Race 8 | Ideal Secret | M.Sonaram | R.MaingardRace 8 | Ideal Secret | M.Sonaram | R.Maingard  

The Final Straight - 4th Meeting



Race 1 | Nikhils Inn | S.MahadiaRace 1 | Nikhils Inn | S.Mahadia  Race 2 | Barak Lavan | S.NarangRace 2 | Barak Lavan | S.Narang  

Race 3 | Yankee Force | R.GujadhurRace 3 | Yankee Force | R.Gujadhur  Race 4 | Brabanzio | S.HurchundRace 4 | Brabanzio | S.Hurchund  

Race 5 | James Peter | S.NarangRace 5 | James Peter | S.Narang  Race 6 | Red Mars | P.MervenRace 6 | Red Mars | P.Merven  

Race 7 | Donnan | S.NarangRace 7 | Donnan | S.Narang  Race 8 | Ideal Secret | R.MaingardRace 8 | Ideal Secret | R.Maingard  

Through RC7 Lenses | 4th Meeting | Winners



Fools Gold:
Eye Catching run from the Maingard’s
gelding on Sunday.  We must take
note that he was not on top of his
form and this run will only make him
improve.He is known to be a very
good front runner and with a good
draw next time he is to be followed
closely. If he had a clear sun in the
final straight he could even have won
this race on Sunday. Watch out next
outing.

Alameery:
Very good race from Alameery on
990m on Sunday. A distance which is
normally too sharp for him.Very fast in
the gates he was with the pace and
did not demerit at all. His next race
will definitely be on longer trips and
he is to be watched. His will build up
his condition and he can make the
winner’s enclosure next time.

Eye of The Tiger 

By Ismael Sheik Mastan 

Honokalani:
We must completely ignore the first
run of the hot favorite. He was very
green and was quite nervous in the
gates. He found himself very far
from the winner Pin Drop in the
race but made a lot of ground in the
final straight losing only by 1.15L.
This first outing will make him
better on condition next time and
he will be very hard to beat. This
very well bred gelding has a very
bright future here.

Nimitz: Very good run from this gelding last Saturday. He was not the fittest
of the lot and despite the trip was a bit sharp he finished the strongest. With
this first run under the belt he will rise in condition and he is to be watched
closely on longer trips here. His next outing is to be monitored closely.



Some very good morning gallops were noticed this morning. We
first have a look at the trackworks and forms of runners for the
main race. We note that Maingard’s gem Nourbese has been
working generously for his fisrt outing. His trainer has been very
careful and patient with him. He finds himself in a very good
condition and is ready for the main one on Saturday. Walls Of
Dubrovnik has been prepared with care by his trainer and finds
himself in great shape. He has been consistently been working
his speed for his first outing and he is great shape. Royal Wulff
winner of our first classic has been kept fresh and is in very
good shape too. The race on Saturday is a very good test for
him. We noted that the horses of Trainer Mahadia are very well
and have been working generously. Giggin and Crimson God
worked together and they look very well. The first one is ready
for his first run and Crimson God is one to watch out on
Saturday. Smuts who was quite disappointed on his first outing
was very easy with Jockey Da Silva on board. He looks top fit and
will be a good contender for the win on Saturday. We noted the
good progress of Chapter and Verse alongside Royal Italian.
He seems to have gone up in condition and with one run under
the belt he may run a better race on Saturday.

Some other horses to be followed based on track work this
week are: Bestday Of Mylife, Kayden's Pride, Moon Jumper,
Imperial Rage, Jet Stream and Universe Boss.

Eye Catchers: Nourbese, Crimson God and Smuts.

Through The
Binoculars









AmazingLife.Store

Huge selection of
health products

Oxygen Concentration &
Kangen Machines, Backwash
Filters, Coffee and Antivirus,

Lung Cleansing Tea, Solar LED
lighting, car tools and electrical

appliances to facilitate your
every day lives.  

 
ORDER ONLINE FREE

DELIVERY 
 



>ONLINE MARKETING & SEO

>E-COMMERCE & WORDPRESS

>PUBLISHING & ADVERTISING

SMARTMEDIA.AGENCY

YOUR MARKETING AND DIGITAL

PARTNER 

Office@SmartMedia.Agency 
+57 94 64 37

www.SmartMedia.Agency  

WE LOVE://

WE KNOW://

>NEW & CUSTOM

PROJECTS 

https://www.smartmedia.agency/





